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I have here a book by Huxley's grandson 1 "Evolution and Action," by Julian

Huxley, who was formerly head of E- UNESCO, and Julian Huxley says here

Natural Selection accounts e for everything and produced man. This is a

complete answer to everything and this is eempe complete answer to all your

actions, and then you have another half of scientists who say Darwin's theory

completely disproves everything , there is no such k thing but the fact of evolution

is established . But they are all equally dogmatic. Half of them are absolutely

sure that Darwin's system holds today and the other half there is no evidence

for Darwin's system but they all agree that evolution is a fact that there can

be no question about . Well, there's much more that could be said on this

third phase t&t but the clock is moving , and I must say a word or tow two

about the fourth phase. Thr fourth phase is the question, "How much real

evidence is there for evolution," and here I deft do not claim to speak authoritatively,

but I do say this, that wt- h en you get a new theory , most any theory,

at first it af- appears very complex and it seems that it was a most marvelous

act of someboyly's mind, that saw the answer to this particular problem, but

then as it is studied and worked to and explained , it gets simpler and simpler;

until it gets to where any school-boy can prove it. And you say, how could

people be so foolish, not w to know this. And that has definitely not been

with evolution. That we can definitely say. Huxley said when it first

came out , he said, "There's no proof of it, because he said nobody was there."

And there couldn't be any real-pte- proof of it, but he said then- that it is

a very good hypothesis , a very good suggestion. Well, the evidence as

given by New man in here are all very definitely circumstantial evidence.
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